Estimation of likely cancer cure using first- and second-order product densities of population balance models.
The objective of chemotherapy is to eradicate all cancerous cells. However, due to the stochastic behavior of cells, the elimination of all cancerous cells must be discussed probabilistically. We hypothesize, and demonstrate in the results, that the mean and standard deviation of a cancer cell population, derived through the probabilistic interpretation of population balance equations, are sufficient to estimate the likelihood of cancer eradication. Our analysis of a binary cell division model reveals that an expected cancer population that is six standard deviations less than one cell provides a good estimate for the treatment durations that nearly ensures treatment successes. This approximation is evaluated and tested on two other physiologically likely scenarios: variable patient response to chemotherapy and the presence of a dormant population. We find that early identification of individual patient susceptibility to the chemotherapeutic agent is extremely important to all patients as treatment adjustments for non-responders greatly enhances their likelihood of cure while responders need not be subjected to needlessly harsh treatments. Presence of a dormant population increases both the required treatment duration and population variability, but the same estimation method holds. This work is a step toward using stochastic models for a quantitative evaluation of chemotherapy.